
Setting New Year’s Goals
January is usually the perfect time to set the goals of the year for your business. 
Everybody has new year’s resolutions but you might want to go one step further to make sure it 
is remains beyond January first.
Every business situation is different and such goals need to be tailored but we will try to propose 
directions to dig in.

1- Use past year’s assessment
In the previous newsletter, we published an article describing how to perform the past year 
assessment. We saw how important it is to review the events, success and failures of the year 
to highlight where we can make changes. 
Here it is interesting to use it to work on the goals by :

Trying to succeed where we failed
Working on items or know how highlighted for improvement
Experimenting on new technics to tackle weaknesses

2- List Improvements
The goals will list everything where we want or we know we can get better.
Here is a list of interesting directions :
Work organization

-Tune up plannings to match production with sales needs
-Anticipate, Organize and Plan labour 
-Implement Hierarchical management with reporting on every level
-Assign responsibilities and track tasks achievements

Margins
Look for Changes with highest impact
Most Profitable productions
Experiment new productions to prepare future

Production
-Prepare Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) to make sure your successes are 
repeatable and avoid reproduce past mistakes.
-Track input expenses and especially the biggest items which are energy, plant 
material, biocontrol, labor.
-Aim for the highest quality coming out of the greenhouse because crop failure 
implicates :

-Extra labor costs
-Mature crop delays
-Grade B quality lower price
-Shrinkage losses

-Consider Environmental impact of every decision we make. Choose the one with the 
lowest cost for the planet. And even reviewing established solutions can make a big difference.



3- Communicate with your team
-Tell your people where you want to go (share with them to let them see the big picture). 

If you want to make a big change, everybody in your team needs to be involved.
Then your people :

will come with interesting ideas to be more efficient
will not be waiting for the end of the day but think of what to do next

-Keep your people updated whether we reach the goals or not because it is already 
rewarding to be proud of achieving a goal.

-To go further, you can implement bonuses to reward when you reach a goal because 
the company wins.

4- Track how you perform 
Implement numbers is meant to be complete topic for a later newsletter.
Right now you have to list what can be monitored with numbers. 
Imagine you have dashboard that gives you a real time indication on the health of the company 
and see what department is leading, what department is struggling.
Knowing your weaknesses, you would want to know the reasons to react and implement 
solutions
You want to solve issues as soon as possible and not wait until the year end to see how you 
performed. 

Conclusion :
In first place, you have to be ambitious because you want your company to overpass its routine 
but you need to be realistic to get your team involve and not desperate.

Taking notes of goals is important because it sets your dream at a specific time and it will be 
very important to review goals and associated results along the year.

Want our support to implement it in your business?
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